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Dear Jim, TOM oelley's 2/13/69 & ER's comment on it 	3/26/77 
I am quite surprised thoy surrendered this record. 
Whether accident or not - and I th4nk not- it may have broader sioolificance than 

Eaward lodicated, Re may have had in mind more than he said, Oat it was useful against 
Rhoads. It in fact casts hhoads in the role I booed 

There must bo may memoranda of this kind. Like tois elth 	h also 	Eg. such 
of which ielley knew that he doeo not reflect cc micating to bis fellow conforeee. 

Remeober in response to my FOIA/PA request Golf insisted toey have ja2 records. 
They were very sensitive on this and he was part of a conference with me so if 

Kelley 	to the memo on tnat Goff would have it, se he would what followed with• 
Archives and Justice. 

If in tin:. they argue internal records, is this release to hard a waiver? 
Does this not indicate the existence of records not supplied by Archives and Justice, ono can they also argue that option? Or can we defeat that argument? 
Rooently I've=Lent you copies of•cor.ounieations indicating the existence of withheld records where there has been no compliance. 

CIA and its soprox 150 names cona-cted with iarrison. 
NSA which ealimed no records sent me a copy of one it got back from FBI. 
State now c]eino to be reviewing one of its records it adid not supply me that 

it says it got back frou. I. Both, of course, indicate very belate FBI processing
of request, which appears to represent a decision to go against am earlier decision, the one under which there was no attention to the request. Perhaps this rel.teo to the call 
you removed from the office of the )AG and that to the coming of a new administration. 

This also halt broad sioaificance re Rehnquist because of the participation of his 
office in so wrongful am  prejudicial an operation. He may have ben serious complicated in other matters that were before that office. 

At the awe in queetion Harding appears to have been in on all my requests, all correspondence. Once by accident they sent me a wrong copy from which this was clear. 
It then took months to get an answer. 

This record, I think, is indicativeof a much broader violation of the t Find  of my rights than is represented by the memo of transfer only. 
At the oame time it raises questions about the deliboretiveo prooese ana imounity. Is there oorunity when oflicials conspire? 44ois was a conspiracy. The deluberations were about violating the law pirlf,  the law was violated. I'd like some legal scholos to ponder 

this layman's view. I do not believe there is a proper legal philosophy under which an ttlegol act has sanction or imeunity. I an confident there will be less problem with this 
under discovery than by request but what I'm asking is can this have addedmeaning with regard to the Act and abuses of it that have been imoune? 

Used properly I think this can mean such to the law and on this eta-DJ:eel, The impli-cations are horrendous. They talk like eonspiratore. 

Best, 


